


Context Clues

Read each sentence and work out the meaning of the bolded word using cross
sentence clues. Fill in the circle next to the correct answer.

Do you know the girl waving at us over there?

          he and she

          you and I

Since it was cold, we made a fire to warm up.

          the heat and flames produced by burning

          water in a frozen, solid state

We need a map and compass to find our way in the forest.

          a picture that shows the rivers, mountains and trails

          a public road along which vehicles travel

The school bell is ringing and it’s time to line up for class.

          to speak in a soft, low tone

          a hollow metal cup that makes a ringing sound when struck
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Context Clues

Read each sentence and work out the meaning of the bolded word using cross
sentence clues. Fill in the circle next to the correct answer.

She shut the door and locked it.

          allow someone to pass through or to go inside

          to close by moving something that covers an opening

The loud thunder jolted me awake.

          to shake up or cause to move

          to rest while doing nothing

Keep your room neat and tidy.

          clean and in proper order

          complete confusion or disorder

The pirates boarded the ship.

          a light vehicle with two wheels, a small seat, and handlebars for steering

          a large vessel built to carry people long distances through deep water
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Context Clues

Read each sentence and work out the meaning of the bolded word using cross
sentence clues. Fill in the circle next to the correct answer.

I came in first place. I won!

 coming after or finishing behind all others

          in the position before all others

He saw a snake slither across the path.

          a long, narrow reptile that has scales but no legs

          a small animal with a soft body and a spiral shell

These gloves kept her hands warm.

          a covering for the head worn for warmth

          covering for the hand with separate parts for each finger and the thumb

The children are playing with toys.

          schoolwork that is to be done at home

          any object that can be used in play
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Context Clues

Read each sentence and work out the meaning of the bolded word using cross
sentence clues. Fill in the circle next to the correct answer.

It's pitch black outside at night.

 the color of the night sky; the darkest color

          the color of snow or salt; the lightest color

Lemons and limes are acidic fruits.

          a long, curved fruit that has a thick yellow skin

          a small green citrus fruit

A lot of people think that bats are birds.

          a small mammal that flies

          an insect with two wings

She ate the food and then washed the dishes.

          a thick, sticky liquid used to join things together

          anything that contains nutrients and is eaten by living creatures
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